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This article focuses on the FYJC recruitment process for 2020-21 and mentions all the details per applying to FYJC. You can find all the necessary details about FYJC 2020-21 here. Student registration from July 26. First merit list has been released AUgust 30.Table of ContentsConfused for exam or college applications? Planning to take admission to freshman Junior Colleges (FYJC) after class 10 Maharashtra? If so, in the right place. Since the Class 10th results of Maharashtra are
out, it's time to apply for FYJC admissions. The 2020-21 FYJC process will be completely online. Student registration starts on July 26, 2020. The online admission section 1 form by filling out FYJC began On August 01, 2020. The FYJC 2020 recruitment began with registration. The official notice of FYJC 2020 recruitment has been published by the authority on its website. Students who passed the 10th Once the registration process concludes, the FYJCs will issue merit lists for various
courses and students, and then take admission if they qualify for the FYJC cutoff marks of their preferred FYJC. FYJC First Merit List 2020 Content TableAbout FYJC 2020The total number of colleges this year is Mumbai Metropolitan Region 849. The state department of education is also going to release a matrix of available seats soon. The reason for the delay is that two new quotas will be added this year, which represent a 10% quota for economically weaker sections, and marathas'
16% reservation is important as it helps you decide what college preferences to fill out in the second part of the admission form. The form must be completed after the results have been declared. With the introduction of new quotas, between 83 and 93 percent of colleges will be reserved. There are 39 control centres in the region, and admissions officials have asked students not to go to cyber cafes to fill out their forms, but should stay at schools or guidance centres to complete the
process. 2,82,000 booklets related to admission and related processes were distributed. The demonstration sessions to explain the process will also begin in May with state board authorities and a meeting of all principals from various other bodies is likely to be held after that. For the 2020 12th year, the european They must provide details such as course selection, college preferences, and other subject-related choices on the form. FYJC's 11th admission is done on the merits of
candidates class X exam. FYJC Admission eligibility criteria 2020 Before filling out FYJC 2020 application form, candidates must make sure they meet the FYJC 2020 eligibility criteria. The basic eligibility requirement for the financial year adopted for the financial year 2020 is that the 10th or equivalent from a recognized board. FYJC Admission 2020 Schedule and Time Chart: The detailed schedule and schedule of FYJC 2020 admission can be checked in the table below:Event
DateStudent RegistrationJuly 26, 2020Sit is the start of FYJC Part I registration processAutug 01, 2020Release of FYJC first list of merits bifokal coursesAug 30, 2020FYJC First General Merits ListAUgust 30, 2020Release of Cut-off Lists &amp; Vacancy ListsTo Be AnnouncedFYJC Merits List Release Round 2To Be AnnouncedRelease of Cut-off Lists &amp; Vacancy ListsTo Be AnnouncedFYJC Merits List Release Round 3To AnnounceFYJC Merits List edition of a special circleTo
notifyCollegeDekho brings you a thorough understanding and detailed insight into the online recruitment process involved in FYJC. In this article, candidates will find information about recruitment FYJC in the following regions: FYJC 11th Online Admission 2020 Mumbai RegionFYJC 11. Before understanding the online recording process with FYJC, it is necessary to have a clear picture of what FYJC is. As mentioned above, FYJC stands for First Year Junior Colleges (FYJC), which is
considered Class 11. FYJC is a term that is mostly used in Maharashtra. If you are enrolled in FYJC, this means that pursuing class 11.Check the detailed process of FYJC 11th Admission here: Candidates taking FYJC Online Admissions mumbai region 2020-21 and FYJC Online Admissions Pune Region 2020-21 will have many advantages because you can get higher education-like experience after class 10 in some of the most developed cities in India. However, FYJC Online
Admission Nashik Region and FYJC Online Recruitment Nagpur region is also a good idea. FYJC 11th General Admission Rules and Regulations: -If you are willing to join FYJC 11th, you should primarily check the number of streams available. Because of the lawsuit's admissions rules, students have a chance to choose just a stream. Even though many colleges offer admissions to FYJC's various streams, some colleges reserve space exclusively for students who score good scores
and rank on the merits list. After completing the places were reserved bright students, places under different quotas spend While selecting colleges, a number of options will be available to students. However, students should be able to choose only 10 colleges. Therefore, think appropriately before making any decision. If you want to change the stream, you can do the same during the shooting round. If you change the stream, your place will be allocated to another student. Therefore,
you can not switch. FYJC instructions for non-state board students: students belonging to non-state boards like ICSE, NIOS, CBSE are an IB who want to be admissions to state board juniors first-year junior college (FYJC) applications. The CAP committee instructed that non-state board students will have to fill out the top five scores on admissions forms. On the other hand, NIOS students need to fill the signs, as shown on the trademark page. Students should note that those who
received the comment are yet to be notified on the trademark sheet will not be entitled to fill out the application form FYJC. The subject group of ICSE students should be considered for admission to FYJC. For International Council (IB) students, trademarks provided for each subject should be calculated and converted into 500. IB students are not eligible for the top five formulas. Also Read: Career Scope After PCM In Computers Class 12th Benefits of Online Recruitment Process:-The
benefits that all applicants can take advantage of in the online recruitment process FYJC are listed below. Through the online admissions process, students don't have to visit each college individually to submit their application form. The online recording process saves time fyjc online recording process 2020-21:-The detailed step-by-step FYJC recording process 2020 is below. Students will also go through to get a clear understanding of the admission process at FYJC 2020.The FYJC
online admissions process for the science session from 2020 to 21 will begin after the completion of the application process. The recruitment rounds are expected to take place in September. In the first round, students can choose a college in the region. If they want to change college, they can do it in the second round. The allocation of the seat is based on the number of vacancies in that college. If all the places in the dormitory are distributed, which the student chose, you can choose a
different college. Admissions science, commerce and art stream class on the 11th is done online, but there are few streams/junior colleges where admissions are not done online. These technical Junior Colleges (TJC), Home Science, HSC Vocational (MCVC), in-house quota, minority quota, and management quota admissions are also done at corresponding junior colleges, and even admissions to night junior colleges. Documents required for FYJC Online Admission 2020A list of
documents that are required for FYJC admission 2020 can be found below. Applicants must have all of these documents before online admission to FYJC 2020.Original School Leaving CertificateOriginal Class 10 Marks SheetCaste Certificate (reserved categories only)Also Read: Bachelor of Arts courses after class 12: Scope and CareerFYJC Online Application Process 2020: -Before the start of the online application process, it is recommended that students obtain an information
booklet for their school pay R. 150Read all the guidelines printed in the information bookletReach login ID and password in the bookletSee the website FYJC. Megtalálható a link a hivatalos honlapján a füzetBen a Bejelentkezési azonosító és a Jelszó, töltse ki a I. rész regisztráció, ahol meg kell töltenie az összes személyes adatotBefejezése után az I. rész regisztráció, folytassa a II. opció formWhere alkalmazni FYJC Felvételi 2020:RegionOfficial
WebsiteMumbai.11thadmission.org.inPunepune.11thadmission.org.inAurangabadaurangabad.11thadmission.org.inAmravatiavati.11thadmission.11thadmission.11thadmission.11thadmission.11thadmission.11thadmission.inAmravatiavati.11thadmission.11thadmission.inaurangabadaurangabad.11thadmission.org.inAmravatiavati.11thadmission.11thadmission.org.inAmravatiavati.11thadmission.11thadmission.org.inNashiknashik.11thadmission.org.inNagpurnagpur.11thadmission.org.inTop
Arts Colleges maharashtra Top Science Colleges MaharashtraTop Commerce Colleges MaharashtraTavaly, FYJC's 2019 admission deadline for 2019 was extended to 4 July, which was due to close on 29 June. The dates were postponed because of an order passed by the supreme court. The date published for FYJC 2019 has also been postponed from July 6 to August 1, 2019.CollegeDekho wishes all aspirants the best of luck. Stay tuned to our website fyjc latest news and updates.
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